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1. Introduction to Video Marketing 

Video marketing is an essential part of your real estate marketing plan – but it’s largely ignored by real 

estate professionals.  

The reason (or excuse) is that it’s too technical or too difficult for the average real estate professional to 

produce quality video.  

That was a valid reason in the past but improvements in technology have made it easy for anyone to 

produce quality video. 

So there goes your excuse! 

If you need a reason to start producing your own video then consider this: 

“Less than 1% of real estate agents use video in their marketing but 73% of homeowners are more likely 

to list with an agent that does use vide0” – Chris Smith, The Tech Savvy Agent (I think Chris got that stat 

from the National Association of Realtors). 

The bottom line is that your client’s appetite for video is growing and you need to adapt your marketing 

and start producing video. 

Here are 5 power tips from the expert speakers at Social Media Marketing Camp: 

 Google can index video (and video is largely uncompetitive when compared to text) so make 

sure you do all the SEO tricks like add a title, meta tags, keywords and descriptions 

 Pay attention to sound as it’s the hardest part of recording video and the weakest feature on 

smart phones  

 Pay attention to lighting, especially if you film a home. Put all the lights on, open the curtains 

and do whatever you can so the room doesn’t  look dark 

 Keep your video short as our attention span is getting shorter and shorter. 2 minutes is a long 

time on video. You can increase the length if you’re doing educational video like interviewing an 

expert or providing a detailed market report. 

 Credibility and Likeability Equal Trust so be personal, likeable and smart. Humor always helps. 

Now let’s go through the steps of shooting a real estate video. 

 

http://socialmediaadvocate.ning.com/
http://socialmediaadvocate.ning.com/
http://socialmediaadvocate.ning.com/
http://facebook.com/techsavvyagent


  



2. Video Marketing Plan 

Step number one is to create a simple but attainable video marketing plan. 

Here are the tips from our video marketing experts. 

2.1 Just Do It 

There’s no substitution for action so you need to “just do it”.  

Your first video will be ugly, will look bad and you will sound terrible – but that’s OK. You don’t need to 

actually publish the video as you can keep your first videos for your own personal viewing and training. 

The key is that you need the practice and you need to jump in to the deep end and produce your first 

video. 

Give yourself a deadline to shoot a house tour, your local neighborhood or a local market report – and 

stick to the deadline. 

2.2 Set a Schedule 

Commit to shooting and publishing a number of videos each week. You can create a schedule and even 

make the schedule time sensitive by doing the “Monday Morning Minute” or the “Quarterly Report”. 

2.3 Be Consistent 

This is one of the most important tips that each expert emphasized as a critical condition for success. 

You need to be consistent and produce a regular quantity of video content. It’s like going to the gym – 

you get the greatest benefit from consistent daily exercise as opposed to working out for a longer time 

once a month. 

2.4 Be Yourself 

Video is the closest thing to personal contact. Although you’re not “belly to belly” with your prospect 

you are at least “face to face”.  

Quick tip – if you are uncomfortable with seeing yourself on camera then do things like interview other 

people (like title agents, home improvers etc.) or use screen capture technology that captures your 

computer screen. We’ll cover screen capture at the end of this guide. 

  



3. Start Producing and not just Consuming 

 

The key to successful video marketing is that you need to start producing and stop just consuming. 

Chris smith, the Tech Savvy Agent said something that really stuck in my mind. Chris asked who had 

recently watched a video on You Tube (everyone) and then asked who had recently posted a video on 

You Tube (no-one). Basically we’re all consumers of video and very few of us are producers of our own 

video. 

So the challenge for you today is to shoot and produce something today. The subject absolutely doesn’t 

matter as the real benefit is that you learn how to shoot, edit and publish a video. 

3.1 Devices 

3.1.1. The Flip 

My favorite camera is the Flip. It’s cheap (under $199), portable and plugs directly into my laptop 

(this is the killer feature). The HD video quality is excellent and the super simple video editing 

software makes it really easy to splice together a series of short video clips into a short movie. 

 

 

The only question that I have about the Flip is I wonder if it’s a device that’s had its 15 minutes of 

fame and will soon be obsolete. I’ve started to use my iPhone video camera and am using the Flip 

less and less. 

3.1.2. Kodak Zi8 



The Kodak Zi8 is Kodak’s version of the Flip and is used by many real estate professionals. In addition 

to having the same cool features as the Flip, the Kodak Zi8 also has easy one click uploads to the 

main video sharing and social media sites. 

 

3.1.3 Kodak Play Touch 

The Kodak Play Touch is a firm Realtor favorite. It has great HD quality, one button upload and touch 

screen navigation and editing.   



 

In Kodak’s own words –  

 “With the Share button and Kodak's Share button app, sharing your pictures is amazingly simple. 

 Record your video or snap your picture 

 Press the Share button and tag it to KODAK Gallery, YouTube, FACEBOOK, FLICKR, and ORKUT 

sites, plus e-mail too 

 Connect your PLAYTOUCH to your computer, and with Kodak’s Share button app, your videos 

and pictures are automatically uploaded  

 Your pictures and videos are also automatically transferred to your computer” 

Tip – Kodak has many deals for the real estate industry at www.kodak.com/go/redeal   

 

3.1.4. The iPhone 

 

 

http://www.kodak.com/go/redeal


 

I’m an iPhone fan because of the convenience of having a single all-in-one device. The HD quality is 

catching up to the Flip / Kodak but the iPhone has issues with poor lighting and limited zooming 

capability.  

There are a number of additional devices that you can use to improve the video quality of your iPhone.\: 

 Wide Angle Lens 

A wide angle lens will greatly improve the quality of your video, especially for home tours. 

 

The lens fits on to your iPhone or iTouch. 

 

 Lapel Mic 

A lapel mic helps remove outside noise and vastly improves sound quality. 



 Stabilizer Bar 

The biggest problem with most iPhone shot video is that shaky look you get when you hold the camera. 

It’s a big problem and makes most video look unprofessional. 

A simple solution is a stabilizer bar that you attach to the bottom of your phone or any hand held 

camera.  

 

It works – but stabilizers are surprisingly expensive. Shop around online. Start with Steadicam. 

 

3.2 – Editing 

This is where we run into our first technical hurdles. It’s easy to point and click a camera and shoot a 

video but editing is not as easy.  

Fortunately most new cameras have their own basic editing suite built into the camera. As an example 

you can spice together short video clips on your Flip without any software or editing skills.  

Windows Movie Maker 

Windows Movie Maker is free so you can’t find any fault with the price. There’s a learning curve but 

being able to produce quality video is well worth the time and hassle of learning how to use the 

software. 

http://steadicam.com/
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/using/moviemaker/default.mspx


 

 

Editing Software for Your iPhone 

I use an app called iMovie (cost $6 on iTunes) to edit video that I shoot on my iPhone. It’s a very basic 

editing package but more than enough for an iPhone video. 

You can download it from your phone. 

Hire a Professional Editing Service 

There’s a great professional editing service called HDHat. 

HDHat will take your raw video and convert it into a professional looking home tour. They’re very 

reasonably priced and give you real bang for your buck. 

 

http://hdhat.com/


A huge extra bonus is that they will also syndicate your video by publishing it on the main video sites. 

Audio 

If you want to add audio to a slide show or pictures or a video you can do so with a great tool called 

Audacity. Again there is a bit or a learning curve (small) but you can add and edit sound and add a great 

deal of polish to your video. 

There is a free version of Audacity. 

3.3 – Apps and Plugins 

You Tube Plug In for WordPress 

There are many You Tube plug ins that you can add to your blog or website and directly embed or 

upload videos from your You Tube account. 

Just do a plug in search from the admin panel of your blog and pick any of the most popular You Tube 

plug ins. 

Vod Pod for WordPress 

Many real estate professionals use the Vod Pod plug in on the blog. 

You Tube iPhone and Smart Phone App 

The You Tube iPhone and Smart Phone app is free. Download it directly from your phone. 

iMovie App for iPhone 

I use the iMovie app with my iPhone. It costs $6 but makes it easy to edit and publish a video to any of 

the major social networks. 

 

 

 

 

The Video Marketing Guide is updated regularly and available for download at Social Media 

Advocate - the free Real Estate Social Media Guide 

 

Join Social Media Advocate Now – It’s free! 

  

http://audacity.sourceforge.net/
http://audacity.sourceforge.net/
http://socialmediaadvocate.ning.com/
http://socialmediaadvocate.ning.com/
http://socialmediaadvocate.ning.com/


4. Virtual Home Tours 

One of the most powerful and effective use of video marketing is the virtual tour.  

The good news is that there are a number of service providers who offer virtual tours and the cost is 

coming down.  

Let’s take a look at the virtual tour system offered by a provider called Obeo. Obeo is very good but a 

little on the expensive side so make sure you shot around online. 

 

 

Here’s a snapshot of the additional features that you can add to your virtual tour. Your home tour is 

more than just a virtual tour as it also allows viewers to look at a photo slide show, a photo gallery, 

panoramic views and a video tour. 

 

 

I’ve taken a few screen snapshots to show you the home tour but you should go to Obeo to view a 

demo. 

http://obeo.com/
http://obeo.com/


 

Each home tour has a great photo gallery. 



 

 

Panorama View 

You can create a panorama view by using a wide angle lens and the “scrolling” across the image. This is 

especially effective for large rooms, outside views of the garden and home. 



 

 

Brochure 

You can create a high quality brochure from the pictures used in the virtual tour. 



 

 

View and Download the Video 

You can download the video in MP4 format and load it on your blog or website. You can also copy and 

paste the embed code from Obeo’s You Tube site and add the code to your website. This is extremely 

useful as it takes care of the any issues and the cost associated with hosting large videos. 



 

 

Shoot Your Own Virtual Tour 

A cheaper way to create a virtual tour is to shoot your own virtual tour. 

You can create and publish a virtual tour by using either photos that you run as a slide show or by 

splicing together a series of video clips. 

Most photo sharing services are free and allow you to create a slide show. You should take a look at 

services like Flickr and Photobucket. 

http;/flickr.com
http;/photobucket.com


 

To create a slideshow on Flickr just click the share menu in the upper right of any slideshow. From there, 

grab the embed code or click "customize this HTML" if you want to specify the size of your slideshow. 

Grab the code and drop it into your blog or favorite web site. Please note, only items that are viewable 

by anyone and marked as safe will appear in the embedded slideshow. 

Another service that you can use is Animoto.  

Animoto lets you add music and text slides and makes it extremely easy to create and publish a virtual 

tour. 

 

 

  

http://flickr.com/
http://www.flickr.com/help/filters/
http;/animoto.com


5. Local Neighborhood Marketing 

One of the most effective ways to use real estate video to engage your clients is to create a 

neighborhood real estate video. 

The goal of the video is to capture the look and vibe of the neighborhood (and position you as the local 

real estate expert). Take your audience on a virtual tour and capture the best and most iconic local 

features. Pay special attention to the style and architecture of homes in the neighborhood. 

One company that has really incorporated real estate video into their marketing is Nest Realty in 

Charlottesville, Virginia.  Not surprisingly Nest Realty was received the 2009 Inman Most Innovative 

Brokerage award. 

Nest has produced quality videos for the town and each local neighborhood. The videos are short 

(between one and four minutes) and really reflect the feel and flavor of the community. 

 

You can view a video by clicking on the image below: 

 

http://nestrealtygroup.com/
http://www.nestrealtygroup.com/life/
http://www.nestrealtygroup.com/life/
http://www.nestrealtygroup.com/life/
http://www.nestrealtygroup.com/life/


Nest has produced a high quality product but you can produce your own professional looking video 

using an inexpensive camera and even an iPhone. The key is that if you can’t afford a professional 

production then make the video a little more personal and really inject your personality. 

A couple of power tips for shooting local neighborhood videos: 

 You can shoot a video with a Flip camera. It’s very low tech and includes very basic editing 

software. I recommend that you shoot very short clips of up to 5 seconds and simply splice them 

together using the Flip software loaded on your laptop (Flip makes it easy). 

 Blend your brand into the video through “product placement”. Make sure you record a scene 

with your listing sign in the yard. 

 Upload your video to YouTube and don’t take short cuts when it comes to adding the right title, 

keywords, tags and description. You can also add your video to WellcomeMat and use their 

tools to spruce up the presentation. 

 Don’t forget that the purpose of the video is show case you as the local real estate expert. Make 

sure that you look credible, knowledgeable and professional if you introduce, narrate or appear 

in the video. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://wellcomemat.com/
http://www.nestrealtygroup.com/life/


6. More Video Ideas 

Here are a number of ideas for video. 

6.1 Local Events 

Focus on local events. Make sure you tag people in the video and tell them that they’re in the video.  

People love seeing themselves on camera so if you shoot a local event and load it on your blog or 

Facebook page, send them a message and invite them to see the video.  

Everyone loves their 15 minutes of fame so use this to connect to local residents at local events. 

 

 

 

 

6.2 Local Market Reports 

Jim Duncan of Nest Realty Group video records a monthly real estate market report. The key is that he 

not only provides market data and stats but also provides his insight and opinion as to why the market 

performed as it did and what he predicts for the future. 

 

http://realcentralva.com/


 

 

6.3 Client Testimonials 

Recording happy clients is the perfect use of video marketing. 

Shannon and Keith French from Buy Baltimore Properties make extensive use of live video testimonials 

taken at the time a deal is closed. This is the time when the buyer or seller is excited about the deal and 

always willing to provide a glowing testimonial. 

 

 

 

http://buybaltimoreproperties.com/


 

6.4 Real Estate Rant 

Josh Aberson does a video blog at www.JoshAberson.com and has an ongoing video series called The 

Real Estate Rant. Each episode covers a different real estate topic and is packed with information about 

buying, selling or owning a home. 

http://www.joshaberson.com/


 

As you can see from the image Josh usually sets up a camera in his office and speaks to the camera. 



 

There’s an endless list of topics to discuss. Focus on content that appeals to your clients and helps them 

with buying, selling or owning a home. 

6.5 Broadcast from Your Open House 

You can use a service like UStream to broadcast a live open house or an interview with an expert. 

The key is that it is a live video stream so you can connect with many more people than just those 

that attend your open house. You can share information, do a walk-through of the house and field 

questions. 

As always, remember that the benefit goes way beyond just trying to sell the house. You also 

demonstrate to potential clients that you’re tech and marketing savvy and innovative in your 

approach to selling real estate. 

Two other things that you can do with UStream is broadcast live from your cell phone and broadcast 

live on Facebook. 

 

http://ustream.tv/


Another service that you can use on Facebook is vBroadcast. You can find the app in the app 

directory at www.facebook.com/apps. 

 

 

6.6 Interview an Expert 

One way to get good quality content on your site is to interview an expert. 

Focus on experts who can add value to your client’s the buying or selling experience. 

Here are a number of experts you can interview: 

 Interview your mortgage broker about interest rates, locking your rate and closing costs 

 Get your  title agent to explain mortgage insurance and what checks are done to ensure 

clean title 

 Ask your insurance agent to explain the different types of home insurance and what you 

need to do to make a future claim  

 Film a home inspection and get the inspector to discuss each problem and what it will take 

to fix the problem. 

 Show the steps your home stager takes to stage a home for a showing 

 

6.7 Cranium Cam 

This is a more out of the box idea but I couldn’t stop laughing when I first saw the video. 

Jay Thompson, the Phoenix Real Estate Guy, came up with the Cranium Cam. Basically he took a Flip 

camera and a crazy tripod and attached it to his head like a helmet. Then he turned it on and started 

recording daily activities and neighborhood tours. 

 

http://www.facebook.com/apps
http://phoenixrealestateguy.com/


 

I’m not sure where the Cranium Cam fits into your marketing plan but it sure looks like fun. 

You can follow the adventures of Jay and the Cranium Cam here. 

 

The Video Marketing Guide is updated regularly and available for download at Social Media 

Advocate - the free Real Estate Social Media Guide 

 

Join Social Media Advocate Now – It’s free! 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lEZIAHzrUaU
http://socialmediaadvocate.ning.com/
http://socialmediaadvocate.ning.com/
http://socialmediaadvocate.ning.com/


7. Leverage Social Networks 

If you haven’t figured it out by now – you need to get on social networks – especially Facebook. 

Why? 

Because that’s where your prospects hang out! 

 

You also need to open an account on You Tube and get your own username. You Tube is like Facebook 

in that it is free and enjoys an enormous amount of traffic. It’s also a great place to store video for free. 



 

The way we consume information is changing and more people now prefer video to text. 

7.1 Instant Video Marketing 

Facebook offers an instant real estate video marketing platform for every real estate professional. 

Just think about! 

You can instantly upload a video to your Facebook account and share it with your friends and fans. Then 

you can leverage Facebook’s great SEO benefits to attract new prospects by making your video 

searchable by the general public.  

And you can do it absolutely for free on the world’s most popular website. 

That’s a pretty good deal. 

7.2 Community Fan Pages and Video 

I use video extensively on the community page that I set up for my hometown of Niwot, Colorado. 

http://facebook.com/niwot


 

 

The best part is that most of the video is shot and uploaded by people in our town. I no longer need to 

do any work to grow the fan base as most of the content is user generated and new fans invite their 

friends to join the fan page.  

I created the page so now I have the ability to send an instant message to around 50% of my town’s 

adult population. That’s a very powerful (and free) marketing channel. 

To upload a video you need to click on the video tab on your home page. Then click on the upload tab to 

upload your video. 



 

The next step is to browse your computer or camera and upload the video. The only limitation is that 

the video needs to be less than 20 minutes and 1024 MB.  

 

 

7.2 Local Events 

 



It doesn’t get any easier than Facebook. It takes just a few minutes to upload just about any video, like 

the one of my local high school during a parade. 

 

 

7.3 Custom Fan Pages 

You can take your marketing to the next level by creating a fan page (like I did for my town of Niwot, 

Colorado) and then customizing the page by adding your own design and custom pages. 

The key tool is an application called Static FBML that you can find it in Facebook’s Application Directory. 

http://facebook.com/niwot
http://facebook.com/niwot
http://www.facebook.com/apps/directory.php#!/apps/application.php?id=4949752878


 

You can then customize your fan page to create a video squeeze page that captures your visitor’s 

contact details. This turns your fan page into a very powerful marketing tool as it helps you build your 

contact list and create an email list for your long term marketing plan. Email marketing is the holy-grail 

for internet marketers and something you must add to your marketing plan. 

You can add video to your fan page so it looks like an internet marketing page (see below). 

 

 

 

You can customize your page to add real estate specific content (see below).  

 



 

 

 



Another tactic that you can use is to create a Single Property Fan Page. 

A single property fan page is just like a single property website. The main difference is that the fan page 

sits on Facebook. Set up the fan page, add the property details, photos and videos and then invite all the 

neighbors to become a fan of the site and post a comment about the neighborhood. You will be amazed 

by how much positive feedback you get from the local homeowners. 

 

Creating a single property fan page has its pros and cons.  

The pros are that your fan page is free, it sits on the world’s most popular site and it is easy to get 

Facebook traffic to the page. 

The cons are that you don’t own the site (Facebook does) and you are limited by the fan page’s 

functionality and Facebook’s terms of service. 

Another tactic is to create a live video stream and publish it on your fan page. You can use an 

application like UStream or vBroadcaster to add a live video stream to your Facebook fan page or blog.  

You could broadcast an open house or do a weekly webinar for new home buyers etc. 



 

Now you have no excuse to not use video as part of your real estate marketing plan.  

 

 

 

 

  



8. Video Squeeze Page 

This is the point where internet marketing and real estate marketing finally meet and produce 

exceptional results. 

Internet marketers enjoy extraordinary results with a tactic called the Video Squeeze page. 

You’ve all seen a video squeeze page like the one below: 

 

 

You can take this proven and effective squeeze page design and adapt it to your video marketing 

campaign.  

Now here’s a video squeeze page that Facebook expert Mike Mueller designed for one of his real estate 

clients. Notice that the page is actually a fan page on Facebook but it has all the features of a video 

squeeze page.  

http://facebook.com/mikemuellerconsulting


 

 

The next video squeeze page was created by Greg Clement of SIMS (Smart Internet Marketing System) 

who used a professional actress as a spokesperson and recorded her against a white screen in a studio. 

This is one of the highest conversing marketing tools as it converts over 30% of all visitors to the page. 



 

Let me break the page down for you by its essential features. 

Header 

Look at the bold no nonsense header that leaves no doubt as to the benefit to the visitor of 

visiting the site. Stop Foreclosure! It’s simple but powerful. 

Sub Header 

It basically says if you have a problem we have a solution. It invites the visitor to read more and 

makes the visitor understand that something as simple as filling out the form to the right can 

make all their problems go away. This is actually very powerful copy writing that’s proven to be 

very effective. 



 

The Offer or Promise 

It promises a fair and quick all cash offer thereby implying a willing and able buyer. Isn’t this 

every motivated seller’s dream? 

The Gift 

This offer includes two gifts – a quick cash offer and a free eBook. Even if you don’t like the 

offer you may be able to use the eBook. 

The Call to Action 

It’s big and bold – Get An Offer. It stands out and says click this button right now. It doesn’t say 

go read up more about us or fill in your details and we’ll send you a newsletter etc. It says that if 

you fill in this form you will get an offer. 

The Contact Form 

The contact form is created by an email manager like Constant Contact or Aweber. The purpose 

of the contact form is to get a visitor’s name and contact details. This is how you get your 

visitors to opt in to your email list. 

Eye Catching Graphics 

The red arrow has only one purpose – to draw your attention to the form. 

Single Purpose and Focus 

Now look at what the squeeze page doesn’t have.  

It doesn’t have any links that leave the site, no page toolbar because there isn’t another page. No 

Google ads, no search widgets or IDX tools. No free reports that you can click on and download. 

The only way to navigate is either forward through the sign up box or backwards out of the 

website. 

 

 

 

  



9. Web or Screen Capture 

If you have a face for radio (like me) or just don’t feel comfortable showing your face online, then you 

can use screen capture tools that you can use to create a slide show or video. 

The one tool that I couldn’t live without is Snagit.  

Snagit takes a picture of your computer screen and then lets you edit and add features to the image. 

All the images in this guide were captured with Snagit. 

 

There is a free but limited version of Snagit available called Jing. 

If you want to record all your activity on your web browser you can use a screen recording and video 

editing software called Camtasia.  

Camtasia is perfect for educational purposes and you can use it to visually show local real estate market 

reports, news and trends. 

http://snagit.com/
http://camtasia.com/jing
http://techsmith.com/


 

If you want to get creative and create more visual and dynamic presentations than Power Point then you 

can use Prezi. 

 

 

 

You can create your own virtual tours, complete with music and annotations, by using Animoto. 

 

http://prezi.com/
http://animoto.com/


 

 

Here’s a real out the box tool that you can use to create animated video. It’s called Xtranormal and it will 

make you stand out from the crowd.  

 

 

  

http://xtranormal.com/


10. Syndication 

Now that you have produced your video you need to distribute it and get people to actually look at it. 

The best way to distribute your video is through a video syndication site that allows you to upload the 

video once and then sends it to multiple hosting sites, like You Tube and Vimeo. 

The obvious benefit is that this will save you countless hours of manually uploading your video to each 

site. 

A free service I use is called Tube Mogul. 

 

 

Tube Mogul is easy to use and distributes your video to the following sites. 

http://tubemogul.com/


 

 

Summary 

Thanks for reading the Video Marketing for Real Estate Guide. I regularly update the guide at Social 

Media Advocate – the Free Real Estate Social Media site. As always your feedback and ideas about video 

marketing are greatly appreciated. 

 

 

www.RossHair.com  

ross@rosshair.com  

About Ross Hair 

Ross Hair is bald, a huge fan of real estate social media and founder of Social Media Marketing Camp 

 

  

http://socialmediaadvocate.ning.com/
http://socialmediaadvocate.ning.com/
http://www.rosshair.com/
mailto:ross@rosshair.com


Essential Tools and Resources 

 

Video Camera 

Flip Camera 

Kodak Z18 

Kodak Play Touch 

Smart Phones 

iPhone 

Droid 

Accessories 

Hand Held Stabilizer  

Wide Angle Lens 

Editing Software 

iMovie 

Movie Maker 

Audio Recording 

Audacity 

Editing and Production Service 

HDHat 

Video Storage 

You Tube 

Amazon AWS – for large video files 

Facebook 

Wellcome Matt 

Video Syndication 

http://theflip.com/
http://kodak.com/go/redeal
http://kodak.com/go/redeal
http://steadicam.com/
http://www.amazon.com/GSI-Quality-Detachable-iPhone-High-End/dp/B003R1EQFE
http://www.apple.com/ilife/imovie/
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/downloads/updates/moviemaker2.mspx
http://audacity.com/
http://hdhat.com/
http://youtube.com/
http://aws.amazon.com/
http://facebook.com/
http://wellcomematt.com/


Tube Mogul 

Virtual Tours 

Obeo 

 

 

Web or Screen Capture 

Camtasia 

Snagit 

Jing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://tubemogul.com/
http://obeo.com/
http://camtasia.com/
http://snagit.com/
http://techsmith.com/jing
http://techsmith.com/jing


 


